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Cool Bun 

"Burger Hero"

Gourmet and artisanal aren't the words you'd usually associate with

burgers, but once you've visited Cool Bun, you'll see why the words seem

to perfectly describe the offerings here. Located on Rue Berckmans, the

burger joint is home to juicy, succulent and insanely awesome burgers

that are crafted out of top quality organic, locally-raised meats and equally

impressive and fresh bun breads. The overall effect is enough to keep you

coming back for more. Their pulled pork burger is nothing short of a well-

composed ballad. If you're hankering for something slightly different, they

also offer a Texas-style BBQ menu.

 +32 2 537 8002  www.cool-bun.be  Rue Berckmans 34, Brussels

 by [puamelia]   

The Food Box 

"Burgers & Dogs"

If you're looking for some classic American food in the center of Brussels,

head to The Food Box. Order up freshly made staples like the classic

cheeseburger or bacon burger, or get a little more adventurous with items

like the jalapeno burger, the basil burger or the Mexican burger. Aside

from the burgers, diners can also opt for a selection of pastas, salads, hot

dogs and milkshakes. A great place to come enjoy some casual American

fare.

 +32 485 22 31 33  www.thefoodbox.be/  rue Grétry 147, Brussels

 by niekverlaan   

Houtsiplou 

"The Place for Burgers in Brussels"

Houtsiplou's signature dishes are the burgers. On offer are a wide range

of delicious options perfect for kids and adults alike. Toys are included in

the meal for kids. Adults can opt for tofu burgers and other healthy

choices. And don't fear - if you aren't in the mood for burgers, the menu

also features pasta and salads. The patio makes for a relaxing hangout on

a nice day.

 +32 2 511 3816  www.houtsiplou.be/  info@houtsiplou.be  Place Rouppe 9, Brussels
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